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3/ From here to Aistija: the Baltic State that never-was * 
 

 

James Montgomery BAXENFIELD 

 

ABSTRACT: Ideas to unite the Latvian and Lithuanian nations within a single state are little-known episodes of the 

twentieth century. This idea is generally traced back to the closing decades of the nineteenth century. At the end of the First 

World War, it briefly achieved enthusiastic endorsement from prominent figures from among the Lithuanian émigrés before 

vanishing into obscurity. Although it did not find wide-spread support, it attracted the interest of numerous individuals and 

non-governmental societies, re-emerging decades later as an ideal among a small contingent of the Latvian exile 

community. Transitions between generations and political landscapes resulted in the transformation and reinvention of the 

imagined state, partially concealing the longevity of the idea. 

*** 

ABSTRACT: L’idea di unire le nazioni lettone e lituana in un unico Stato è un episodio poco noto del XX secolo. Questa idea 

viene generalmente fatta risalire agli ultimi decenni del XIX secolo. Alla fine della Prima guerra mondiale, essa ottenne per 

breve tempo l’appoggio entusiasta di figure di spicco tra gli emigrati lituani, prima di svanire nell’oblio. Sebbene non abbia 

trovato un ampio sostegno, ha attirato l’interesse di numerosi individui e società non governative, riemergendo decenni 

dopo come ideale tra un piccolo contingente della comunità lettone in esilio. I passaggi tra generazioni e paesaggi politici 

hanno portato alla trasformazione e alla reinvenzione dello Stato immaginato, nascondendo in parte la longevità dell'idea. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The idea of uniting the Latvian and Lithuanian nations within a single state is a little-known 

historical phenomenon. Although it does not appear to have found widespread support, it 

attracted interest for the better part of a century. At the end of the First World War, it briefly 

received enthusiastic endorsement from prominent figures among Lithuanian émigrés before 

vanishing into obscurity, only to re-emerge decades later as an ideal among a small contingent of 

the Latvian exile community. Utilising printed sources, memoirs, and newspaper articles, this 

contribution to Diacronie traces the idea of creating a common Latvian-Lithuanian state during 

the course of the turbulent twentieth century. Mindful of the relative obscurity of activities to 

establish a Latvian-Lithuanian state, the modest aim of this article is to demonstrate the 

continuity of the idea during the twentieth century, and present a provisional periodisation, 

identifying changes through distinct periods of development. 
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Academic research concerning the notion of uniting the Latvian and Lithuanian nations within 

a single state is limited. It is generally attributed to Jonas Šliūpas (1861-1944), a prominent figure 

of the Lithuanian national awakening1. The first succinct account was written by Bronis J. Kaslas 

(1910-1996). Originally published in French as L’Entente Baltique – «a ground-breaking study» 

according to Malbone Watson Graham (1898-1965) – the volume was revised and published in 

English in 1976 as The Baltic Nations: The Quest for Regional Integration and Political Liberty2. Kaslas 

presents the notion of a joint Latvian-Lithuanian state as being one of the «first tentative steps to 

develop the idea of a union among the Baltic countries», establishing this idea as a precursor to 

the Baltic Entente of 19343. In subsequent decades, little has changed in respect of this 

interpretation. 

In the interlude between these French and English publications, a series of articles published 

in Lituanus by Edgar Anderson (1920-1989) added additional details to the interpretation of 

Kaslas4. Particularly noteworthy in Anderson’s account of «Latvian-Lithuanian federation» is a 

detail that would subsequently disappear within the majority of references to the phenomenon: 

«During the war some Estonian and Latvian statesmen and journalists broadened the concept to 

                                                           

* This article has been prepared in the course of doctoral research at Tallinn University, generously 
supported by the European Regional Development Fund through the Dora Plus Programme, administered 
by the Republic of Estonia Education and Youth Board. The author wishes to express their gratitude to 
Karsten Brüggemann, Airi Uuna, and two anonymous reviewers whose comments and suggestions on an 
earlier version of this article greatly improved the final outcome. Many thanks to Kevin Rändi for help with 
proofreading the final text. 
1 ANDERSON, Edgar, «Toward the Baltic Union, 1920-1927», in Lituanus, 12, 2/1966, URL: < http:// 
www.lituanus.org/1966/66_2_03Anderson.htm > [consulted on 20 February 2022]; ANDERSON, Edgar, 
«Toward the Baltic Union: The Initial Phase», in Lituanus, 14, 1/1968, URL: < http:// 
www.lituanus.org/1968/68_1_02Anderson.html > [consulted on 20 February 2022]; BALKELIS, Tomas, The 
Making of Modern Lithuania, London – New York, Routledge, 2009, p. 31; KASLAS, Bronis J., The Baltic Nations: 
The Quest for Regional Integration and Political Liberty, Pittston (PA), Euramerica Press, 1976, p. 119; MAČIULIS, 
Dangiras, «Jonas Šliūpas ir lietuvių-latvių vienybės idėja» [«Jonas Šliūpas and the idea of Lithuanian-Latvian 
unity»], in Acta humanitarica universitatis Saulensis, 12, 2011, pp. 83-98. A more extensive English-language 
account of the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state as envisioned by Šliūpas can be found in the doctoral 
dissertation of PERRIN, Charles C., Lithuanians in the Shadow of Three Eagles: Vincas Kudirka, Martynas Jankus, 
Jonas Šliūpas and the Making of Modern Lithuania, PhD Degree thesis in History, Georgia State University, 
Atlanta, GA, 2013, pp. 188, 204, 207, 213-227, 252-253. 
2 KAZLAUSKAS, Bronius, L’Entente Baltique, Paris, Librairie du Recueil Sirey, 1939, p. 80; GRAHAM, Malbone 
W., «L’Entente Baltique. By Bronius Kazlauskas. Paris, Recueil Sirey, 1939. pp. 328. Fr. 60.», in The American 
Journal of International Law, 34, 3/1940), pp. 546-547, p. 546. 
3 KASLAS, Bronis J., op. cit., p. 119. 
4 ANDERSON, Edgar, «Toward the Baltic Union, 1920-1927», cit.; ID., «Toward the Baltic Union: The Initial 
Phase», cit.; ID., «Towards the Baltic Union 1927-1934», Lituanus, 13, 1/1967, URL: < http:// 
www.lituanus.org/1967/67_1_01Anderson.html > [consulted on 20 February 2022]. See also, ANDERSON, 
Edgar, The Baltic Entente, 1914-1940: Its Strength and Weakness, in HIDEN, John, LOIT, Aleksander (eds.), The 
Baltic States in International Relations between the Two Wars, Stockholm, Acta Universitatis, 1988, pp. 79-99; 
ANDERSON, Edgar, The Baltic Entente: Phantom or Reality?, in VARDYS, V. Stanley, MISIUNAS, Romuald J. 
(eds.), The Baltic States in Peace and War, London, The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1978, pp. 126-135. 
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include the entire Scandinavian-Baltic area in a federative or confederative system»5
. The latter 

suggests that the ideas of Šliūpas may have had some influence on the notion a Baltic League 

envisioned by Estonian diplomats Ants Piip (1884-1942) and Kaarel Robert Pusta (1883-1964)6. 

However, while the influence of Šliūpas is noted by Lithuanian geographer Kazys Pakštas (1893-

1960) in his historical background of the Baltoscandian idea, there appears to be no evidence that 

demonstrates direct involvement7. 

Although plans for a Latvian-Lithuanian state during the First World War were, as Eero 

Medijainen notes, among the first to go beyond «the stuff of salon discussions between individual 

scholars» in shaping the future of the Baltic region, references to the idea in present-day research 

are few, invariably brief, and often dismissive8. Generally, there is a tendency to gloss over the 

initial impetus towards establishing a Latvian-Lithuanian state, relegating it to a preliminary step 

towards «cooperation and earnest urgings to create a Confederation» during the years following 

the First World War9. It is now generally regarded that the «tentative plans of Latvian and 

Lithuanian refugees to form a Latvian-Lithuanian union had no prospects in reality»10
. While the 

latter may be true, at the beginning of the twentieth century, Šliūpas and his like-minded 

contemporaries undoubtedly had a different perspective. 

 

1. The Šliūpas Era, c. 1884-1919 

 

Born in the Lithuanian village of Rakandžiai, Šliūpas spent part of his formative years among 

Latvians, studying at the Mitau Gymnasium (Jelgava) from 1873 to 1880. It was there, amidst his 

awakening interest in the Lithuanian language and history, that the first seeds of the idea of 

uniting the two nations were sown11. Šliūpas emigrated to the United States in May 1884 and, 

finding work within the fledgling Lithuanian émigré press, at the age of 23, he began to write 

                                                           
5 ANDERSON, Edgar, «Toward the Baltic Union, 1920-1927», cit. 
6 For a detailed study of the Baltic League, see LEHTI, Marko, A Baltic League as a Construct of the New Europe: 
Envisioning a Baltic Region and Small State Sovereignty in the Aftermath of the First World War, Frankfurt am Main, 
Peter Lang, 1999. 
7 PAKŠTAS, Kazys, The Baltoscandian Confederation. Chicago (IL), Lithuanian Cultural Institute, 1942, p. 24. 
8 MEDIJAINEN, Eero, The Baltic Question in the Twentieth Century: Historiographic Aspects, AMELANG, James S., 
BEER, Siegfried (eds.), Public Power in Europe: Studies in Historical Transformations, Pisa, Edizioni Plus - Pisa 
University Press, 2006, pp. 109-124, p. 113. 
9 EIDINTAS, Alfonsas, BUMBLAUSKAS, Alfredas, KULAKAUSKAS, Antanas, TAMOŠAITIS, Mindaugas, The 
History of Lithuania, Vilnius, Eugrimas, 2013, p. 173. 
10 JAANSOO, Kaido, «The Baltic Sea region in international relations of the twentieth century: The seminal 
nature of the interwar period», in Journal of Baltic Studies, 32, 3/2000, pp. 267-288, p. 269. 
11 MAČIULIS, Dangiras, op. cit., pp. 83-85. 
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about his idea of a Lithu-Lettic Republic12. Already before the First World War, Šliūpas had written 

extensively about his idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state in Lithuanian-American periodicals. 

While his Essays on the Past, Present, and Future of Lithuania (1918), and Lietuvių-Latvių Respublika 

ir Šiaurės Tautų Sajunga (1918) are most often cited in connection with this idea, with the outbreak 

of the Great War, Šliūpas wrote Lithuania in Retrospect and Prospect (1915)13. In this publication he 

asserted that «the Lithuanians hope to attain freedom for the Letto-Lithuanian race»14. Šliūpas 

was not alone. The idea of a common Latvian-Lithuanian state is known to have captured the 

imagination of Lithuanian literati, including Oscar Vladislas de Lubicz Milosz (1877-1939), and 

Stasys Šalkauskis (1886-1941), along with Latvian luminaries, notably Aspazija (Elza Rozenberga-

Pliekšāne, 1865-1943), and Rainis (Jānis Pliekšāns, 1865-1929)15. Later in life, Aspazija remarked 

that she and Rainis (they married in 1897) had both conceived of such an idea prior to having met 

one another16. Similar ideas appear to have developed parallel within the early phases of the 

Latvian and Lithuanian national movements during the 1880s. By the end of the First World War, 

prominent figures of the Lithuanian-American community believed that a «union between both 

kindred nations» was «not only possible, but highly desirable»17. The clearest examples of this can 

be found within the campaigns of the Lithuania National Council in America (LNC)18. 

During the 1880s, Lithuanian-Americans had fractured into three larger political factions: the 

Catholics (conservatives), the Nationalists (liberals), and the Socialists19. As the end of the First 

World War approached, the Catholic and Nationalist factions undertook to work together in 

pursuit of an independent Lithuania. The LNC was established in 1918 as a bipartisan initiative to 

advocate for recognition of an independent Lithuania and effectively operated as an unofficial 
                                                           
12 JAKŠTAS, Juozas, Dr. Jonas Šliūpas, Chicago (IL), Akademinės skautijos leidykla, 1979, p. 25; MAČIULIS, 
Dangiras, op. cit., p. 83. 
13 SZLUPAS, John [Jonas Šliūpas], Essay on the Past, Present and Future of Lithuania, Stockholm, Svenska 
Andelsförlaget, 1918; ŠLIŪPAS, Jonas, Lietuvių-Latvių Respublika ir Šiaurės Tautų Sajunga [The Lithuanian-
Latvian Republic and Alliance of Northern Nations], Stockholm, P. Palmquists Aktiebolag, 1918. 
14 SZLUPAS, John, Lithuania in Retrospect and Prospect, New York, Lithuanian Press Association of America, 
1915, p. 96. 
15 BUTKUS, Zenonas, LAURINAVIČIUS, Česlovas, MIKNYS, Rimantas, ŽALYS, Vytas (eds.), Baltijos valstybių 
vienybės idėja ir praktika 1918-1940 metais [The idea and practice of unity in the Baltic states: 1918-1940], Vilnius, 
Lietuvos istorijos institutas, 2008, pp. 96-99; GENZELIS, Bronislovas, The Restitution of Lithuania’s Statehood, 
Vilnius, Lithuanian National Museum, 2007, pp. 75-76; KASLAS, Bronis J., op. cit., pp. 120-121; KAZLAUSKAS, 
Bronius, op. cit., pp. 81-82; RAUCH, Georg von, The Baltic States: The Years of Independence, 1917-1940, London, C. 
Hurst & Co., 1974, pp. 31, 107. 
16 GENZELIS, Bronislovas, op. cit., p. 76. 
17 NORUS, Tomas, ŽILIUS, Jonas, Lithuania’s Case for Independence, Washington DC, B. F. Johnson, 1918, p. 93. 
18 For additional information about the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state in the campaigns of the LNC, see: 
BAXENFIELD, James Montgomery, RÄNDI, Kevin, «Precarious Roads to Recognition: Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania, 1917-1922», in Acta Historica Tallinnensia : Recognition: de facto and de jure, 28, 2/2022, pp. 187-202, 
pp. 192-196. 
19 JURGĖLA, Constantine R., Lithuania and the United States: The Establishment of State Relations, Chicago, (IL), 
Lithuanian Historical Society, 1985, pp. 47-54. For an overview of political factionalism within the 
Lithuanian-American community, see: KUČAS, Antanas, Lithuanians in America, Boston (MA), Encyclopedia 
Lithuanica, 1975, pp. 89-139. 
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legation to the United States until a Lithuanian Mission was formally established in 192220. Prior 

to the Paris Peace Conference, the LNC undertook a campaign for diplomatic recognition of 

Lithuania in which «The Confederation of Latvia and Lithuania» featured prominently21. 

Three LNC publications are particularly noteworthy. Lithuania’s Case for Independence (1918), 

was the main publication distributed to politicians and diplomats around the world as part of the 

concerted effort to secure recognition of an independent Lithuanian state. Lithuania: Facts 

Supporting Her Claim for Reestablishment as an Independent Nation (1918), states that the extant 

Lithuanians were composed of «Lithuanians proper, Samogitians, [and] Letts,» and presents 

supplementary information intended to support the claims of the LNC campaign22. Meanwhile, 

The History of the Lithuanian Nation and Its Present National Aspirations (1918) was originally 

published in 1917 as a series of articles in the Lithuanian-American weekly Catholic magazine 

Žvaigždė (The Star)23. The articles were translated into English and bound as a book. Copies were 

presented to President Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) and the US delegates at the Paris Peace 

Conference24. As with the two previous publications, it contains numerous allusions to kinship 

between Latvians and Lithuanians, indicating that they «are people of the same race,» and their 

languages «differ no more than various German dialects of north and south»25. All three of these 

publications incorporated Latvians into inflated population projections of a Lithuanian state. 

In the Case, the Facts and The History of the Lithuanian Nation, the territory and population of the 

proposed Lithuanian state vary significantly. Territorial claims range between 33.430-80.000 

square miles (c. 86.583-207.199 km2). Meanwhile, population estimates begin at 4.138.600 and rise 

as high as 9.000.000 inhabitants26. Some estimates exceed even the calculations of Šliūpas who 

estimated the population of his imagined Lithu-Lettic Republic to be 7.000.00027. At the upper end 

of this range, of the 9.000.000 inhabitants, 7.000.000 were considered to be Lithuanian. They were 

made up of «3.500.000 Lithuanians proper; 1.500.000 Lithuanians using Slavic dialect; and 

2.000.000 Letts»28. These figures demonstrate that many of the leading figures within the 

Lithuanian-American community incorporated Latvians (and the territory that would become the 

Republic of Latvia) into their concept of an independent Lithuanian state. Nevertheless, even 

                                                           
20 MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, Didi maža tauta: Lietuvos įvaizdžio kampanija JAV 1919 m. [A great little nation: Lithuania's 
image campaign of 1919 in the US], Vilnius, Bonus animus, 2008, pp. 12-13. See also: SENN, Alfred Erich, «The 
Formation of the Lithuanian Foreign Office, 1918-1921», in Slavic Review, 21, 3/1962, pp. 500-507. 
21 NORUS, Tomas, ŽILIUS, Jonas, op. cit., pp. 45-46. 
22 BIELSKIS, Jonas Julius, Lithuania: facts supporting her claim for reestablishment as an independent nation, 
Washington, Lithuanian National Council, 1918, p. 6. 
23 JUSAITIS, Antanas, The History of the Lithuanian Nation and Its Present National Aspirations, Philadelphia, (PA), 
The Lithuanian Catholic Truth Society, 1918, p. iv. 
24 MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
25 JUSAITIS, Antanas, op. cit., p. 89. 
26 Ibidem, p. 103; BIELSKIS, Jonas Julius, op. cit., p. 6; NORUS, Tomas, ŽILIUS, Jonas, op. cit., pp. 43-44. 
27 SZLUPAS, John, Lithuania in Retrospect and Prospect, cit., p. 96. 
28 BIELSKIS, Jonas Julius, op. cit., p. 6. 
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within these LNC publications that are enthusiastic about the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state, 

there are indications of a changing understanding of the relationship between Latvians and 

Lithuanians. The latter is succinctly illustrated by the closing lines of The History of the Lithuanian 

Nation, the book given to Wilson and members of his delegation in Paris: «The ideal of the future 

of the Lithuanians is a complete, united Lithuania, a free Lithuania; if possible, in confederation 

with the equally independent and undivided Lettland»29. Although there was still a pronounced 

inclination towards a union with Latvians, space was being created in Lithuanian-American 

mental geographies for an independent Latvian state; undoubtedly a response to an increase in 

calls for an independent Latvia following the February Revolution of 191730. 

This shift in the way that members of the LNC perceived the relationship between Latvians and 

Lithuanians coincided with changes in the ways they conducted their political and diplomatic 

activities. As Lithuanian independence had been declared in 1918, by the time of the Paris Peace 

Conference in 1919, members of the LNC were already acting as unofficial diplomats to a de facto 

Lithuanian republic31. During the course of the peace talks, the LNC engaged the services of a 

pioneer of the emerging field of Public Relations, Carl R. Byoir (1886-1957) and, through Byoir, 

also Edward L. Bernays (1891-1995), who came to be known as the Father of Public Relations. 

Byoir was tasked with improving the public image of Lithuanians in the US in order to gain 

support for de jure recognition of an independent Lithuania. Essentially, Byoir assumed control of 

the LNC’s propaganda campaign. He attempted to garner support for recognition of Lithuania by 

flooding the US media with articles about Lithuanians and their current situation32. One of the 

main sources of information for Byoir’s campaign were English-language publications like the 

ones by Šliūpas and the LNC. These were among the first comprehensive texts written by 

Lithuanians that, if not widely available, were at least accessible to an international readership. 

Once again, the disparity concerning territory and population is significant. Articles were 

regularly composed of rephrased sections of text from the earlier campaign. For example, an 

article on 18th June 1919 in the Rochelle Register reproduced text from Facts almost verbatim: 

 

                                                           
29 JUSAITIS, Antanas, op. cit., p. 107. 
30 See JĒKABSONS, Ēriks, «Latvians in United States, 1918-1922: Attitude towards Latvia», in Istorija, 114, 
2/2019, pp. 24-48. 
31 SENN, Alfred Eric, «The Formation of the Lithuanian Foreign Office, 1918-1921», in Slavic Review, 21, 1962, 
pp. 500-507, pp. 501-505. 
32 For Bernays’ account of the campaign, see: BERNAYS, Edward L., Biography of an Idea: Memoirs of a Public 
Relations Counsel, New York (NY), Simon & Schuster, 1965, pp. 188-190; BERNAYS, Edward L., Crystallizing 
Public Opinion, New York (NY), Liveright Publishing Corporation Publishers, 1934, pp. 24-27. For an overview 
of the campaign, see: CUTLIP, Scott M., «Lithuania’s First Independence Battle: A PR Footnote», in Public 
Relations Review, 16, 4/1990, pp. 12-16; CUTLIP, Scott M., The Unseen Power: Public Relations: A History, Hillsdale 
(NJ), Lawrence Erlbaum Publishers, 1994, pp. 165-167; MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, op. cit., pp. 6-57. For the idea of 
a Latvian-Lithuanian state in the campaign, see: BAXENFIELD, James Montgomery, RÄNDI, Kevin, op. cit., pp. 
195-196. 
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The area which ethnographical Lithuania occupies is approximately 80.000 square miles. The 

population is about 9.000.000, of which 7.000.000 are Lithuanians (3.500.000 Lithuanians 

proper; 1.500.000 using Slavic dialect; and 2.000.000 Letts), and 308.444 Poles33. 

 

It’s [Lithuania’s] area is approximately 80 000 [sic] square miles, the population is about 9 000 

000 [sic] of whom 7 000 000 000 [sic - edit JMB] are Lithuanians 3 500 000 [sic] Lithuanians 

proper, 1 500 000 using Slavic dialects and 2 000 000 [sic] Letts. The country also contain [sic] a 

third of a million Poles
34

. 

 

Additionally, the ranges of figures for territory and population presented within the articles of 

the Byoir campaign are actually greater than those of the LNC’s campaign the previous year. 

While the size of Lithuania ranges from 30.000 to 98.500 square miles (77.699-255.133 km2), the 

population increases to between 5.000.000 to 9.600.00035. Moreover, it is not only variation in 

territory and population figures that carryover from the LNC’s earlier campaign. The depiction of 

the relationship between Latvians and Lithuanians is often contradictory, and close scrutiny of 

the articles produced for the Byoir campaign reveals traces of the prominent position the idea for 

a Latvian-Lithuanian state once occupied. 

The idea that, «Lithuania and Lettland, once united and independent of alien control, would 

form a magnificent agricultural State» is often subtly in the background of the campaign texts36. 

In an article from the Charleston News on 4th May 1919, it is noted that like «her northern 

neighbor, Esthonia, Lithuania has been carrying on a difficult warfare against the Bolsheviki on 

her eastern border», while an article in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle on 12th June 1919 identifies 

«Lithuania and Estonia, [as] the so-called Baltic provinces»37. As indicated in these quotations, the 

idea of an independent Latvia is often absent, with Latvians being incorporated into the 

population of Lithuania. Though not necessarily all Latvians. An article in The Columbian Dispatch 

on 6th May 1919 remarked that in the «reconstruction that ought to take place, after the signing 

of the Treaty of Peace, it is hoped that the Catholic Letts may be incorporated with Lithuanians in 

a new, free State»38. Meanwhile, elsewhere in the campaign the distinction between Latvians and 

Lithuanians is pronounced, regardless of religious confession. An article in the Albany Argus on 

25th May 1919 overtly stated that «Lettland, or Latvia, as it is called, is not a part of Lithuania», 

                                                           
33 BIELSKIS, Jonas Julius, op. cit., p. 6. 
34 MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, op. cit., p. 105. 
35 These ranges were established from information in articles from the Byoir-led image campaign 
reproduced in MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, op. cit.; MOLIS, P. (comp.), The American Press on Lithuania’s Freedom, 
Brooklyn (NY), Tautos Fondas, 1920. 
36 MOLIS, P., op. cit., p. 20. 
37 MISIŪNAS, Remigijus, op. cit., pp. 105, 127. 
38 Ibidem, p. 65. 
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but also remarks that the «close relationship of these two foes of Bolshevism make a union not 

only possible, but highly desirable»39. 

Like the closing lines of The History of the Lituanian Nation quoted above, this fluctuating sense 

of the relationship between Latvians and Lithuanians illustrates the changing of Lithuanian-

American mental geographies toward the future Baltic region. Perhaps due to the involvement of 

professionals like Byoir and Bernays, the articles of the image campaign also demonstrate a 

greater awareness of contemporary international concerns. For example, the mentioning of 

Catholic Latvians, referring to the region of Latgale, was undoubtedly prompted by the disputes 

between Catholics and Protestants in Ireland. During the course of the Byoir image campaign, 

there is a perceivable acclimation to the notion of an independent Latvia. As such, in relation to 

the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state, there was acknowledgement that whether «such an 

amalgamation will ever take place will depend, not on the desire of the Lithuanians for this union, 

but on the disposition of the Letts, either Catholic or Protestant»40. 

Around this time occurred one of the biggest mysteries in the storied history of the idea of a 

Latvian-Lithuanian state. Šliūpas was appointed the Lithuanian representative to both Latvia and 

Estonia. On 12th August 1919 he relocated to Riga and took up his assignment. After only a few 

months he resigned. He left his post on 25th December 1919 and it is by no means clear as to what 

motivated him to resign from this position. There are stories about him clashing with either (or 

both) Zigfrīds Meierovics (1887-1925), the Latvian Minister of Foreign Affairs, or Augustinas 

Voldemaras (1883-1942), the Lithuanian Minister of Foreign Affairs, but they are unverified41. It is 

often remarked that Šliūpas campaigned for a Lithu-Lettic Republic throughout his life. While this 

is true up until a point, there is a marked decline in his activities to try to establish a Latvian-

Lithuanian state after 1919. Years later, Šliūpas himself remarked that he 

 

tried to draw Latvians toward establishment of a Lithuanian-Latvian Republic, but nothing 

came out of this effort because Latvians at that time were dreaming of occupying the place in 

Russia vacated by the barons, and by becoming overseers there, hoping to colonise Novgorod 

and Pskov governorates42. 

 

Even with this explanation, it is still somewhat perplexing why Šliūpas would leave this role so 

suddenly. After more than three decades of advocating for a Lithu-Lettic Republic, once he had 

                                                           
39 Ibidem, pp. 101, 103. 
40 MOLIS, P., op. cit., p. 17. 
41 See KVAŠYTĖ, Regina, «Jonas Šliūpas Latvijoje (1919-1920)» [«Jonas Šliūpas in Latvia (1919-1920)»], in Acta 
humanitarica universitatis Saulensis, 12, 2011, pp. 66-82. 
42 JAKŠTAS, Juozas, Dr. Jonas Šliūpas: jo raštai ir tautinė veikla [Dr. Jonas Šliūpas: His Writings and National 
Activities], Chicago (IL), Akademinės skautijos leidykla, 1979, p. 220. 
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finally obtained a formal position in which he may have been able to have greater influence on 

Latvian-Lithuanian relations, he resigned. 

Meanwhile, the Byoir image campaign had successfully played its part in the concerted effort 

of Lithuanians to gain diplomatic recognition. Between 1918 and 1922, the Lithuanian 

government had obtained de jure recognition from all of the Great Powers43. This period saw the 

beginning of attempts to bring economic stability and military security to the eastern littoral of 

the Baltic Sea through a series of region-building concepts44. Perhaps the most ambitious and 

well-known was the idea of a Baltic League, which proposed alliances between the states of 

Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway, and Sweden), the eastern Baltic (Finland, Estonia, and Latvia), 

and the southern Baltic (Lithuania, and Poland), reminiscent of Šliūpas’s proposed Alliance of 

Northern Nations45. As mentioned above, the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian union has come to be 

viewed as being among the first steps towards such attempts of regional integration that 

ultimately led to the Baltic Entente of 1934. While that may well be the case, there is another 

branch of the idea to establish a common state of Latvians and Lithuanians. More closely 

resembling the idea of a Lithu-Lettic Republic espoused by Šliūpas, it persisted throughout the 

period of interwar independence. 

 

2. The Interwar Period, 1920-1940 

 

During the time that it had taken to establish the Baltic Entente, another form of integration 

had been taking place between Latvians and Lithuanians. In Riga, the Latvian-Lithuanian Unity 

Society (Latviešu lietuviešu vienību biedrības – hereafter LLV Riga) was founded in 1921 by Jānis 

Rīteris (1867-1945), a Latvian linguist. The following year, in 1922, an analogous society was 

established in Kaunas, the provisional capital of Lithuania, called the Lithuanian-Latvian Unity 

Society (Lietuvių-latvių vienybės draugijų draugija – hereafter LLV Kaunas)46. The idea of forming a 

common Latvian-Lithuanian state commonwealth had far from disappeared, and was preserved 

throughout the interwar period within these mutual rapprochement societies of the newly 
                                                           
43 For a comprehensive overview of the de facto and de jure recognitions of the Republic of Lithuania by the 
Great Powers, see: GRIGARAVIČIUTĖ, Sandra, «The International Recognitions of Lithuania and Their Value 
(1918-1924)», in Acta Historica Tallinnensia : Recognition: de facto and de jure, 28, 2/2022, pp. 295-329. 
44 A concise introduction to attempted political and diplomatic region-building activities can be found in 
KASLAS, Bronis J., op. cit., pp. 118-181. See also: ANDERSON, Edgar, «The Baltic Entente, 1914-1940: Its 
Strength and Weakness», cit.; ID.,  «The Baltic Entente: Phantom or Reality?»; ID., «Toward the Baltic Union: 
The Initial Phase», cit.; ID., «Toward the Baltic Union, 1920-1927», cit.; ID., «Toward the Baltic Union, 1927-
1934», cit. 
45 For a comprehensive study of the Baltic League, see LEHTI, Marko, op. cit. 
46 MAČIULIS, Dangiras, op. cit., p. 94; «Vispasaules Latviešu-lietuviešu vienības mērķi un organizācija» 
[«Worldwide Latvian-Lithuanian unity aims and organisation»], in Latvijas Vēstnesis [Latvian gazette], 331-333, 
22 September 2000, p. 14. 
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established republics. As Dangiras Mačiulis has observed, the unity movement nurtured by these 

societies responded to the ideas of Šliūpas47. The first congress of the societies was held in Riga in 

1923; over 400 people attended, and over 100 presentations were given48. Although Šliūpas was 

not directly involved with the activities of either branch, he maintained relations with them and 

undertook opportunities to promote his ideas49. From the beginning, the topic of unity with 

Estonia was discussed, with Estonians later becoming involved with the societies’ activities 

following the founding of the Lithuanian-Estonian Society (Lietuvių-estų draugija) in 192750. 

Jūlijs Bračs (1909-1984) was a member of LLV Riga. He was born in Riga, where he studied at 

the classical gymnasium before entering the University of Latvia, graduating with a Master’s in 

History in 1935. According to Jānis Sudrabiņš (1912-1999), Bračs «paid special attention to tracing 

and clarifying the common threads of Latvian and Lithuanian history»51. Reportedly joining LLV 

Riga while he was still at gymnasium, Bračs would go on to become the custodian of the idea of a 

Latvian-Lithuanian state. However, the ideal of Bračs was different to that of Šliūpas. Bračs 

wanted to unite Latvians and Lithuanians, not in a federated or confederated state that Šliupas 

had envisaged, but by establishing a single country named Aistija. According to Osvalds 

Akmentiņš (1914-2004), Bračs «dreamed of a common Aistijan state with one parliament and one 

army»52. 

The year before graduating from the University of Latvia, Bračs published a book called No 

aistu vēstures (From the History of the Aists)53. The first part of the manuscript was a revision of a 

history written by Frīdrihs Veinbergs (1844-1924), a controversial historical personality54. The 

history, which venerated the medieval Grand Dukes of Lithuania as examples Latvians should 

aspire towards, first appeared as a series of articles in «Baltijas Vēstnesis» («Baltic Gazette»), then 

later the same year – in 1885, parallel to the early endeavours of Šliūpas – Veinbergs collected and 

published them as a single volume, to ensure that they did «not disappear into Latvian literature 

and are available to the general public»55
.

 

                                                           
47 MAČIULIS, Dangiras, op. cit., p. 94. 
48 RÄMMER, Algo, Haritlased ja Balti kultuurikoostöö 1920. - 1930. aastatel [Intellectuals and Baltic cultural 
collaboration, 1920’s-1930’s], Tartu, University of Tartu, 2004, p. 55. 
49 MAČIULIS, Dangiras, op. cit., p. 94 
50 «Vispasaules Latviešu-lietuviešu vienības mērķi un organizācija», p. 14. 
51 SUDRABIŅŠ, Jānis, «Brāļu tautas tuvinātājs aizsaulē» [«A promoter of brother-nation rapprochement is 
dead»], in Latvijas Politiski Represēto Apvienības [Latvian association of politically repressed persons], URL:  
< http://lpra.vip.lv/NSpielik.htm > [consulted on 12 November 2019]. 
52 AKMENTIŅŠ, Osvalds, «Pie brāļu tautas sāniem» [«Beside the brotherly people»], in Latvija Amerikā [Latvia 
in America], 13, 28 March 1992, p. 6. 
53 BRAČS, Jūlijs, No aistu vēstures [From the History of the Aists], Riga, Latvių naciokratų leidinys, 1934. 
54 See HENNING, Detlef, «From Kangars to Rubiks: The Long Line of Traitors in the Historical Political 
Culture of Latvia», in Journal of Baltic Studies, 37, 2/2006, pp. 179-193, pp. 183-184. 
55 BRAČS, Jūlijs, op. cit., pp. 9-10, 27. Extract from 1885 Foreword of Veinbergs. 
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The name Aists is derived from the Latin word Aestii, the name which the Roman historian 

Cornelius Tacitus (c. 56-120) uses in his Germania (c. 98 AD) to identify the inhabitants of what is 

understood to be the eastern shores of the «sluggish and almost motionless» Baltic Sea, where 

«the last radiance of the setting sun lingers on till sunrise, with a brightness sufficient to dim the 

light of the stars»56. Tacitus wrote that: 

 

on its eastern shore, washes the tribes of the Æstii, whose rites and fashions and style of dress are 

those of the Suevi, while their language is more like the British. [...] They are more patient in 

cultivating corn and other produce than might be expected from the general indolence of the 

Germans. But they also search the deep, and are the only people who gather amber (which they 

call “glesum”), in the shallows, and also on the shore itself
57

. 

 

During the twentieth century, claims that Estonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians each descended 

from the Aestii described by Tacitus have been made. 

In the case of the Lithuanians, the publications of the LNC mentioned above are such an 

example. Šliūpas wrote of the «Aisti» and a slew of other peoples mentioned by Herodotus, 

tracing a fantastical origin for the Lithuanians back to Asia Minor58. Jusaitis also wrote of the 

«Aistian» origins of the «race» – though remarked that «suppositions of some Lithuanian writers 

that Lithuanians had come from Asia Minor are not sound»59. 

Concerning the Estonians, the writings of Edgar V. Saks (1910-1984) are perhaps the most 

notorious, claiming that the «ancient territory of the Aestii-Estonians extended from the Finnish 

Bay to the River of Vistula»60. Saks was by no means alone in connecting the Aestii with the 

Estonians, nor were such ideas isolated to members of the Estonian nation. For example, the 

Swedish archaeologist and researcher of Scandinavian sagas Birger Nerman (1988-1971) 

remarked: 

 

Auch sehe ich nichts, was dem entgegenstände, das schon bei Tacitus das Volk des ganzen 

ostbaltischen Gebietes in dem Namen Esten einbegriffen wäre. Keine Angaben sprechen 

dagegen, und keine anderen Namen bei Tacitus können sich auf Völker im Ostbaltikum 

beziehen61. 

                                                           
56 TACITUS, Cornelius, Germany and its Tribes, in Perseus Digital Library, < http://data.perseus.org/citations/ 
urn:cts:latinLit:phi1351.phi002.perseus-eng1:45 > [consulted on 12 November 2022]. 
57 Ibidem. 
58 SZLUPAS, John, Lithuania in Retrospect and Prospect, cit., pp. 12-15. 
59 JUSAITIS, Antanas, op. cit., pp. 1, 5, 7. Quotation from p. 7. 
60 SAKS, Edgar V., Aestii: An Analysis of an Ancient European Civilization, Montreal-Heidelberg, Voitleja, 1960, p. 
31. 
61 NERMAN, Birger, Die Verbindung zwischen Skandinavien und dem Ostbaltikum in der jüngeren Eisenzeit, 
Stockholm, Kungl. Vitterhetsakademiens, 1929, p. 12. 
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Nerman’s work was paraphrased by Saks (taking some liberties in his translation): «I do not find 

any indications that the nation Aestii, named by Tacitus as dwelling in Ost-Balticum, are not 

Estonians. There is no evidence whatever against this fact»62. 

As the linguist W. K. Matthews (1901-1958) commented on the limits of linguistic 

palaeontology – upon the principles of which many such arguments for the relations between the 

Aestii and modern nations have been made – it cannot 

 

delimit the territory of the «original home» (Urheimat) even approximately without resort to 

the historical record and archaeological excavation. The former has already been reviewed, 

the latter – sound as it no doubt is in its unassailable concreteness – becomes as bewilderingly 

uncertain when subordinated to the perversities of conjecture, with its not infrequent 

preconceptions and its equally obvious intellectual and emotional allegiances63. 

 

Matthews was referring to such claims as those made by Šliūpas and Saks, noting that «the study 

of Baltic origins is largely conjecture»64. 

Meanwhile, claims of the Latvians descending from the Aestii are no more objective than those 

mentioned above. The nascent Aistijan movement headed by Bračs is a prime example, and one 

that illustrates the continuity of the idea to establish a Latvian-Lithuanian state. However, while 

the beginnings of the Aisitjan idea were formed during the interwar period, the majority of 

activity did not take place until after the Second World War, and in locations far away from 

Latvia. 

 

3. The Bračs Era, 1941-1984 

 

The Second World War and subsequent occupation of the Baltic states by the Soviet Union 

interrupted the trajectories of Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian societies along with any sense of 

a growing regional identity. People were displaced by war, deported to Siberia, or fled abroad. 

Among the latter was Bračs, who departed Latvia in 1944, two months before Soviet forces 

returned to Riga. Like many fleeing from the Soviet advance, he escaped to Germany. Others were 

not so lucky. During the 1940s, thousands of Estonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians found 

themselves deported and interned in Soviet correctional work camps, or gulags65. Included among 

these deportees were former members of the interwar rapprochement societies. Just north of the 

                                                           
62 SAKS, Edgar V., op. cit., p. 31. 
63 MATTHEWS, William Kleesmann, «Baltic Origins», in Revue des études slaves, 24, 1-4/1948, pp. 48-59, p. 59. 
64 Ibidem, p. 48. 
65 BUROKAS, Edvardas, Pūtėme prieš vėją: Sukilimas [We Blew Against the Wind: Uprising], Vilnius, Lietuvos 
laisvės kovos sąjūdis, 2007, p. 163. 
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Arctic circle a small group of them banded together in an attempt to lay the foundations for 

uniting their nations. 

Vorkuta was the site of the fourth largest Siberian gulag in the Soviet Union, and the location 

where a «unique illegal Baltic community, Aistija, which operated in the Vorkuta 40th mine 

camp» was established66. The group was led by a former Latvian army officer, Oļģerts Mīza (1921-

1992), and comprised of Estonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians who believed that, once the Baltic 

states regained their independence, their citizens «will have to unite into one state on the basis of 

a federation» for self-preservation67. Members of this Aistijan community in Siberia actively 

learned one anothers languages and met in secret to plan for their future federative state. 

Reportedly, Mīza even painted a coat of arms for this future state68. Due to the clandestine nature 

of the community, little written evidence appears to have survived beyond fragmentary 

reminiscences and belatedly written memoirs. While what took place in Siberia is somewhat 

opaque, this was not the only location where the idea of Aistija took root. By far the largest centre 

of Aistijan activity during this period was western Europe, or more precisely, West Germany. 

Like Bračs, many of those who fled west during the Soviet advance of 1944 ended up in 

Displaced Persons (DP) camps. In the early years of exile, the communal living situation of DP 

camps proved conducive to spreading the idea of Aistija. The last board of LLV Riga was almost 

complete, and all located near Hannover. LLV Riga was re-formed and, as opposed to forming an 

analogous group, Lithuanians became involved in their activities, effectively forming one Society 

(LLV)69. Bračs claimed that the LLV was re-established in 1945, the year after Šliūpas passed away 

at the age of 8370. While this may be true in an informal sense, similar to what occurred in 

Vorkuta, the official renewal of their activities appears to have occurred in the spring of 1948. The 

first joint conference took place on 18th April 1948, where new statutes were adopted, and a new 

board established. Bračs was elected chairman and, under his leadership, the idea of establishing 

a Latvian-Lithuanian state – or rather, a country named Aistija – was reinvigorated. 

Bračs envisaged a worldwide movement spreading out from its German epicentre, with 

additional LLV branches being established to coordinate activities in different countries71. He 

asserted that the Aistijan movement «will not only be able to regain freedom, [and] build unity, 

                                                           
66 VAIČIŪNAS, Albinas, «Prisiminimai iš Vorkutos lagerių» [«Memories from the Vorkuta camps»], in Voruta, 
11, 26 November 2016, p. 15. 
67 Ibidem. 
68 Ibidem; BUROKAS, Edvardas, op. cit., p. 170. 
69 «LLV darba pašreizējais-stāvoklis» [«Current Status of LLV Work»], in Aistija: Latviešu lietuviešu vienības 
informācijas biļetens [Aistia: Information bulletin of the unit of Latvian Lithuanians], 10 April 1953, p. 3. 
70 «Vispasaules Latviešu Lietuviešu Vienības mērķi un organizācija» [«Goals and Organisation of the 
Worldwide Latvian Lithuanian Unity»], in Latvju Vārds [Latvian Word], 26 April 1951, p. 4. 
71 ŠĶIRMANTS, Jānis, «Latvieši un lietuviešu nacionālā vienība» [«Latvian and Lithuanian National Unity»], 
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but also protect the borders of Aistija on which so many generations have fallen»72. According to 

Bračs, following the Second World War, 22 LLV chapters were established across Europe, reaching 

a membership of approximately 1.000 individuals73. However, the claims of Bračs should be taken 

with a grain of salt. At times he is prone to providing inaccurate information. For example, while 

he observes that, as «far as is known, Dr. Jonas Šliūpas, a member of the Lithuanian national 

awakening [...] was the first to develop the project of the Lithuanian-Latvian federation» and it «is 

possible to find the text he published in the libraries or archives of the free world», Bračs also 

identifies Šliūpas as «the founder of LLV in Kaunas». While the former is true, the latter does not 

appear to be accurate. As indicated above, Šliūpas somewhat distanced himself from activities 

related to establishing a Latvian-Lithuanian state. 

Compared to the interwar rapprochement societies, there were differences in the operation of 

activities, partly due to the reinvigorated LLV attracting more people from outside the political 

sphere, and being more youthful in character74. Congresses, educational activities, and events 

were organised. Information was disseminated through the nascent movement’s newsletter 

«Aistija», and in the émigré press. As such, the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state could again 

grow75. It was not only the organisation of activities, but the appearance of the proposed state 

that continued to develop. Decades earlier, Šliūpas had suggested Vilnius, Riga, and Königsberg as 

potential locations for the capital of a Lithu-Letto Republic. In addition to these, Bračs considered 

other locations for an Aistijan capital. Potential ideas included Klaipėda and building a new 

administrative capital in Šiauliai. 

The latter city was selected due to its proximity to the interwar Latvian-Lithuanian border, in 

addition to its position on the road network, and the potential to develop regional railways 

connections. Already during the interwar period, Šiauliai was one of the largest railway junctions 

in the Baltic region. Through the building of more local connections the railway network was to 

be utilised in further connecting the two countries, bringing Latvians and Lithuanians and closer 

together. Moreover, situated midway along numerous international road routes between larger 

cities, it was envisioned that existing infrastructure could be developed, transforming the city 

into a crossroad of connections, both locally and internationally. Nevertheless, Šiauliai was not 

considered suitable for the tasks of a capital city. It would need to be transformed by building 

government buildings, cultural institutions, and the creation of boulevards and squares that 

would be furnished with statues of historical personalities, politicians, diplomats, and other 

Latvian and Lithuanian luminaries. It was thought that this would help weave together the 
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national consciousnesses of Latvians and Lithuanians, facilitating the development of a common 

Aistijan identity. Ideas to reinvent Šiauliai as an Aistijan metropolis did not end at the city limits, 

but spilled over into the surrounding areas. Beyond the planning of the physical development of 

infrastructure, the symbolism of the location was also considered. Situated approximately 

halfway between Riga and Vilnius (which Latvians and Lithuanians would retain as their 

respective historical capitals), and in general proximity to the geographical centre of both 

countries, it was thought that converting Šiauliai into a common capital city would “change the 

centre of gravity” for both Latvians and Lithuanians76. 

Bračs also introduced other symbols into the fledgling movement, such as emblems of 

statehood, believing this to be a shortcoming of earlier incarnations of campaigns for a Latvian-

Lithuanian state. A coat of arms was devised from those of the Latvian and Lithuanian republics: 

the three Latvian stars, beneath which stood the Pillars of Gediminas, a heraldic symbol from the 

times of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. While it is unknown if this coat of arms resembled the one 

which Mīza designed in Vorkuta, perhaps another common symbol existed between the two 

pockets of Aistijan activity: a flag. At the first LLV conference in 1948, a tricolour flag was adopted 

consisting of equal horizontal stripes of white, carmine red, and yellow77. Bračs explained the 

flag’s design as being composed of two colours from each of the Latvian and Lithuanian national 

flags of the interwar period: white and red for Latvians; and, red and yellow for Lithuanians. 

However, it is not a coincidence that these colours corresponded with those which meet when the 

interwar flags of the republics of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are arranged geographically from 

north to south78. Contrary to Bračs’ explanation of the flag’s symbolism, the Aistijan movement 

had adopted a little-known resistance flag from during the Second World War, composed of a 

nuanced arrangement of colours borrowed from the national flags of the interwar Baltic 

republics. The Aistijan flag, while in principle representing the idea Latvian-Lithuanian unity, in 

practice was (at least potentially) a demonstration of solidarity for the Baltic states. Bračs had 

seen an opportunity to resurrect the flag and utilise it as part of a concerted effort to establish a 

cohesive Latvian-Lithuanian nation in exile. 

Through the emigration of individuals from DP camps in Germany, LLV branches were 

successfully established in Britain, Australia, Canada, and in the United States79. Bračs was 

optimistic about the American LLV branches, which were to be furnished with independent 

decision-making powers, unlike other European branches which were coordinated directly by the 
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Central Board in Hannover. He attached particular importance to the Lithuanian-Americans 

because it was the community where the idea of Šliūpas had emerged and garnered wide-spread 

support, albeit briefly, following the First World War. He thought that the notion of Latvian-

Lithuanian unity was better understood by this community, remarking that Constantine R. 

Jurgėla (1904-1998), a second-generation American-Lithuanian, had written «the most beautiful 

confirmation of the idea of Aistija in Lithuanian historical literature» in his History of the 

Lithuanian Nation (1945)80. 

However, Bračs and the LLV would not achieve the same brief period of support from 

Lithuanian-Americans. It may have been the ambition and industrious activity of the nascent 

Aistijan movement that brought about its demise. Osvalds Akmentiņš (1914-2004) recalled that 

from «Germany, J. Bračs desperately called for the establishment of LLV branches here [United 

States], but there was another world here, and not all the ideas that came from Europe were 

useful for this continent [North America]. Where the former Unity members were, LLV was also 

established there, e.g. Boston and Cleveland»81. If the accounts of Bračs and other proponents of 

the ideal of Aistija are accurate, it appears as though they may have expanded too quickly. The DP 

camps were environments that appear to have been conducive to building up the membership of 

LLV and interest in their activities. When the members of LLV began to emigrate abroad from the 

DP camps, they may have been unwittingly dissipating whatever momentum for the movement 

had been built up.  

As opposed to the pragmatic concept that had emerged in Siberia and West Germany, in the 

United States, the idea of Aistija was generally viewed as a matter of romantic nostalgia82. At the 

same time, while Bračs courted the support of Lithuanian communities in the United States, the 

Aistijan movement there was somewhat overshadowed by the activities of academics83. In the 

United States, Baltic academics lobbied for support to recover their captive European states from 

Soviet occupation, both individually and collectively. A particular element of their narrative came 

to emphasise Baltic cooperation and regional integration. The same narrative established by 
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the Introductory Remarks of JURGĖLA, Constantine R., History of the Lithuanian Nation, New York (NY), 
Lithuanian Cultural Institute, 1948, pp. 15-42. This section of the book is largely based on Lietuvos Istorija,  
ŠAPOKA, Adolf (ed.), Lietuvos Istorija, Kaunas, Švietimo ministerijos knygų leidimo Komisijos Leidinys, 1936, 
pp. 26-39. Šapoka refers to the «Aisčių» while Jurgėla refers to the «Aistians». 
81 AKMENTIŅŠ, Osvalds, op. cit., p. 6. 
82 «Bronio Railos atsiminimai apie Joną Aistį» [«Bronys Raila’s memories of Jonas Aisti»], in Draugas, 200, 25 
August 1973, p. 3. 
83 On the activities of Baltic academics, see: TAAGEPERA, Rein, «The Struggle for Baltic History», in Journal of 
Baltic Studies, 40, 4/2009, pp. 451-464. 
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Kaslas, identifying the idea for a Lithu-Lettic Republic envisaged by Šliūpas as a stepping stone in 

a political history that ultimately led to the establishment of the Baltic Entente84. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As this contribution to Diacronie is representative of research in progress, in lieu of a precise 

conclusion, a series of preliminary observations will be provided. These are offered in the hope of 

stimulating discussion and prompting interest in a topic that has successfully evaded attention, at 

least in the English language. 

Bračs was the guiding hand of the Aistijan movement in exile. Already during his lifetime, the 

modest support for Aistija began to diminish, and its youthful demographic began to age. This 

was largely due to acquiescence of the status quo regarding the Soviet occupation of the Baltic 

states, and the integration of the second- and third-generation Latvian and Lithuanian émigrés 

into their respective localities. Following his death, several years would pass before the topic of a 

Latvian-Lithuanian state (and the possibility of an Estonian-Latvian-Lithuanian union) appeared 

in the press again. 

Although further research is required before a more comprehensive conclusion can be offered, 

it seems likely that, following re-independence, once the decision to pursue membership of the 

European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation had been made, any benefits that a 

Latvian-Lithuanian state might have offered were superseded by these larger supranational 

institutions. Having never attracted more than a small number of supporters, the latter 

essentially rendered the discussion of establishing a Latvian-Lithuanian state moot. Nevertheless 

hopefully this contribution to Diacronie has successfully illustrated that there is a continuity to 

the idea of forming a Latvian-Lithuanian state that runs through the twentieth century. At the 

very least, it extends from the ideas of Šliūpas to activities of Bračs over the course of a century. 

However, there is a distinct possibility that the idea preceded Šliūpas, and may have even 

survived Bračs.  

                                                           
84

 Subsuming the idea of a Latvian-Lithuanian state within the narrative of regional integration that leads to the 

Baltic Entente of 1934 begins already before the Second World War, see the earlier mentioned KAZLAUSKAS, 

L’Entente Baltique, ch II: Vers l’union Baltique, pp. 79-136. 
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